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Congratulations! 
Well Done for taking the first step.

Goal setting 
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LIFE WHEEL

INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Please use your gut to decide your score in each life area, don’t ponder too long.

2. The score in the center of the circle should reflect how you are feeling about each life area AT THE MOMENT,
not in the past or future.

3. Score each area out of 10, with 0 in the middle of the spokes, and gradually moving out towards the edge of
the circle ( a score of 10 - which is as perfect AS YOU WOULD LIKE IT TO BE - NOT ANYONE ELSE)

4. Which areas need your attention? Look out of balance? Make a start next to them.

5. Using a DIFFERENT COLOUR now complete the life wheel again, with how you would LIKE  each particular
area to be.
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Goal Setting 

What is a goal? 
A Goal is something you want to achieve in the future. 

You are one of only 5 % of people who decide to set goals and improve themselves- 95 % just stay where 
they are! 

By writing your goal down, you are 40% more likely to achieve it. 

If you combine writing a goal with creating a dream-board, you are then 10 times more likely to achieve 
your goal. 

The power of visualization is profound- combined with prayer makes it a formidable force. 

Types of goals?    

• Unknown goal: Discovery goal - not sure what you want to achieve by you know something is missing.
• Known goal: I can see it already goal. Physical – Run the marathon, Emotions – Get my feeling in check
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Goal setting steps 
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Principles 
SMART 

• S - Specific (or Significant)

• M - Measurable (or meaningful)

• A - Attainable (or Action- oriented)

• R - Relevant (or Rewarding)

• T - Timebound (or Trackable)

SMARTER 
• S - Specific – Very specific.

• M - Meaningful – Make sure it's meaningful enough for you to get out there and do something to achieve

it.

• A - Achievable – Be reasonable with your goal.

• R - Relevant – Make sure it's something you want to achieve.

• T - Time bound – Know your time limit.

• E - Evaluate – Check into you goal daily.

• R - Readjust – Being able to change your goal.

SMERTIE 
• S - Specific: Must be very clear.  Be specific with as much detail as possible.  Ask the question

– What does that real mean to me?

• M - Measured: Break down into smaller pieces (be aware of fear).  This helps you create a
straightforward plan.  Start with the end in mind.

• E - Evidence: Practical evidence (measurable).  Focus on the evidence.

• R - Responsibility:  Take full responsibility.

• T - Timeline: Give a specific date.

• I - Inspiring: How attractive is this goal to you?

• E - Emotions: Describe how you feel when you think of yourself achieving this goal?
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SMARTEST 
• S - Specific: For a goal to have meaning and to be relevant it needs to be clearly defined.  Make

sure your goals have detail.  Saying ‘’I want to be rich’’ is not good enough.  How rich is rich?
Rich means different things to different people.  You will need to add details; like: I have two
Ferraris in the garage and 3 Harley Davidsons.  I live in a 6-bedroom house with two pools and
a breath-taking view looking over the beach.  Add as much detail as possible.

• M - Measurable/ Milestones:  Ask yourself the question:  How will I know I have achieved my
goal?  What is the evidence?  Find a way to measure the goal.  I will only be rich when I have a
6-bedroom house.  The goal should be able to be broken down into milestones.  Discussed in
detail later

• A - Achievable: There are a few different schools of thought here.  One principle believes that
if you truly want to achieve something then you can do anything (no matter how realistic).  Others
are more conservative or realistic.  Setting an unachievable goal can become frustrating and
you may land up giving up.  However, I have seen people achieve things that I did not think was
possible.  If you are finding yourself setting an unrealistic goal make sure that your emotive are
very high.  Getting real with how important a goal is to you and what you can do to make it
attainable is the key.  You may need to develop new skills and change attitudes.  The goal is
meant to inspire motivation, not discouragement.  Think about how to accomplish the goal and
if you have the tools/skills needed.  If you don’t currently possess those tools/skills, consider
what it would take to attain them.

• R - Relevant: Ask yourself the questions: What is fueling me to achieve this goal?  How
important is it for me to achieve this goal?  Is this goal worth my time and dedication?  Will this
goal positively benefit my life?  You may find that some goals are more relevant than others but
as long as it's part of your life’s goal.  What is the motive for this goal? IS this goal rewarding?

• T - Time frame: Good goals need to have a target time attached to them.  For example, rather
than saying, “I want to start reading more books” you could say “I want to read twelve books in
the next six months”.  You can see how the person who set that second goal will be much more
motivated to succeed since they have a target date in mind for their goal.

• E - Emotive: Is your connection to the goal real?  The goal is meant to bring out positivity and
exciting emotions.  You are meant to feel inspired and enthusiastic about accomplishing your
goal.  What is the true reason for the change? Think about your emotional connection to this
goal.

• S - Self-Directed: Self-directed decision that you make.  Taking the responsibility for the goal.
Taking on this challenge without anyone else actually doing it for you will be very empowering.
The insight and decisions need to come from you; you alone need to take the responsibly for
achieving your goal.  Under one's own control.

• T - Transformational: There must be something in your life that has made you uncomfortable.
This uncomfortableness has caused you to feel you need to change something.  The goal must
make this change.  It must transform the bad situation into a good or better one.  There must be
a change at the end.  The result must be the changed event.  The act or process of transforming.
To move from a bad situation to a good situation, you need to determine what needs to be
changed.
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Rules for setting goals 
• Goals should be written in the present tense.

• Use “I am” rather than ‘I will’.

• Goals must have a date (at least month and year) to be specific about the timeline.

• Always write in a positive way (Say ‘I am doing … ’ rather than ‘I have stopped doing…’  Say
‘I am a happy, confident person’ rather than ‘I am no longer discontented and lacking in self-
belief’)

• Use words such as: ‘Lots of’, ‘I love doing….’, ‘I am’, ‘I feel’, ‘I have begun’. 
• Avoid words such as: ‘Should’, ‘Don’t want‘, ’I have stopped’, ‘No longer‘, ’I will not’.
• Think of what you do want, not what you don’t want.  Think about how you do want to feel

not about how you don’t want to feel.  Sometimes this is not easy.  If you find yourself in the
negative, convert the negative to the positive e.g. I want to stop smoking - I love that smoking
is in the past.

• Make sure there is nothing in your goal that reflects a dependence on someone or something
else.  In other words, ensure you are fully responsible.

• Once you’ve written the goal, step away from it for a while, go back later, take a look at it,
read it our loud and see whether you feel truly inspired by it and emotionally connected with
it.  If so, you’re definitely on the right track!

• Above all, ensure that you are in the right frame of mind when you write goals.  You need to
be totally in tune with what it is you want to achieve.  You need to allow yourself to ‘smell the
coffee’.

• Re-read your goal later to make sure it’s the goal you really want.
• Check into you goal daily.
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BRAIN STORMING
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Questions 
Ask yourself when setting goals (Brain storming) 

• If I was a fairy godmother and could grant
you your heart’s desire what would that be?

• If this area was a 10 out of 10 what would be
happening in your life?

• What really inspires you?
• What would you love to have?
• What do you dream about at night?
• What do you get truly excited about?
• What specifically could happen in that life

area?
• If you could change something what would it

be?
• If money was not an obstacle what would you

do?
• When you were little what did you dream of

becoming?
• Why have you chosen this life area?
• Have you taken the negatives and changed

them into positives?

Questions to ask after you have completed 
your goal: 

• After reading this goal are you inspired?
• Can you sit back and imagine yourself

already achieving this?  What number would
this area be after your goal has been
achieved?

Questions to ask after you have written your 
draft goals: 

• Have you been specific enough?
• Is there enough information?
• Can a stupid person understand your goal?
• What is most important to you about

achieving this?
• Can your goal be broken down into smaller

steps?
• How will you know you have achieved your

goal?
• Can you take full responsibility for your goal?
• How will I know I have achieved my goal?
• What is the evidence?
• Is your connection to the goal real?
• How will you accomplish the goal?
• When will this goal be complete by?
• Do you have the tools/skills needed?
• By when would you like to achieve this goal?
• Does this goal inspire you?
• Can you imagine yourself being the goal?
• Who needs to get involved with your goal?
• What are you trying to accomplish? Why this

goal? 
• Does a location or where apply?
• Are you willing to go all out and achieve this

goal?
• Is this a challenge?
• How could you make this goal more

inspiring?
• Are you taking full and complete

responsibility for your goal?
• Image yourself already having this goal. How

does that make you feel?
• How will your life improve if you achieve this

goal?



  

MY 
 

 GOAL 
Name of Goal:

My Goal is: 
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Example 

Brainstorming 

I complete a half marathon. I feel healthy and fit. My body looks stronger. I am proud of myself because I have 
proved to myself that I can do it.  

My Goal is 

I am over joined with my achievement of completing the half marathon on the 5 May. Running past the finish line 
has been the most inspiring and overwhelming moment of my life. At the start I am calm and focused. I know I can 
do this. I can see the finish line already. I managed to keep to the training plan and progressively have become 
stronger over the last 6 months. My plan is to run as often as I can. Walk up hills.  

Milestones 

• Get out and walk for 3km.
• Out and walk running for 3km. From pole to pole with in the 3rd week 4 times a week
• Park 5 km run \ walk
• Run without stopping 5km
• Park 10 km walk \ run
• Park 10km walk\ run

References  
https://www.briantracy.com/blog/personal-success/smart-goals/ 

https://www.projectsmart.co.uk/smart-goals.php 

Cherri Forsyth Life Coach 

New Insights Life Coaching 

https://www.briantracy.com/blog/personal-success/smart-goals/
https://www.projectsmart.co.uk/smart-goals.php


A letter from the future

Dear

Yours,
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What will happen if I don't achieve my Goals? 

Life Area 1 - Goal: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

What are you currently experiencing in this 
area that you don't like? 

What are your underlying feelings? 

What are the things/beliefs that may be 
holding you back? 

How have these things/beliefs held you 
back in the past? 

How will it be if this situation continues far into 
the future? 

How will it be if you reach your goal instead? 

New Insights Life Coaching Programme - UK/Africa Version 4 

© New Insights Life Coaching 
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MY GOAL IS: 

MY MILESTONE ARE: 



Ac�on step Goal
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ACTION STEPS
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